Style news and notes by Kathryn Wexler

Baby Hummer

Bugaboo, the $1,000-plus stroller, just got more elite.

Fashion designer Marc Jacobs has collaborated with the Dutch company for a hyper-limited release of 15 — count 'em: 1-5 — strollers worldwide, at $1,500 a pop.

Coolly solemn, they sport a "love marc" logo from the designer's post summer collection. The prams are bound for Paris, London, Amsterdam, Dubai and New York.

Miamians who just gotta have one should dial the

Little Marc Jacobs boutique in Manhattan right now: 212-208-8644.

Therm's strange gems

Here's a necklace to make your mouth water.

These baubles are matted milk balls, strung on a gold-filled wire.

Do they melt? Yes. Do they melt immediately? No, according to the Miami-based creator, Wendy Mahr, who claims she wore them successfully for one day.

Once the chocolate is gone, one way or another, send Mahr the wire and she'll add some pearls or other stones for an additional $45 plus shipping.

This three-strand necklace is $95, at wendymahr.com

All-ay Tar-jay

Once again, the megastore for the masses is offering limited-edition towels in conjunction with Art Basel.

Featuring designs by artists Raymond Pettibon, Ed Ruscha, Karen Kilimnik and Julian Schnabel, the towels retail for $50 a piece and can be had at the Standard and Raleigh hotels, Dec. 6-7. Proceeds benefit the production of public art projects.

Of course, you can also get the towels online, available now at target.com and worksonlywhatever.com. (What did you expect? It's Target, after all.)

Sex in a bottle? A new line of fragrances for women and men will be sold in bottles meant to look — discreetly — like genitalia.